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Abstract

The program PHASE is widely used for Bayesian inference of haplotypes from diploid geno-

types; however, manually creating PHASE input files from sequence alignments is an error-

prone and time-consuming process, especially when dealing with numerous variable sites

and ⁄or individuals. Here, a web tool called SEQPHASE is presented that generates PHASE input

files from FASTA sequence alignments and converts PHASE output files back into FASTA. During

the production of the PHASE input file, several consistency checks are performed on the dataset

and suitable command line options to be used for the actual PHASE data analysis are sug-

gested. SEQPHASE was written in PERL and is freely accessible over the Internet at the address

http://www.mnhn.fr/jfflot/seqphase.
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Introduction

Using nuclear sequence markers for phylogenetic or pop-

ulation genetic studies requires obtaining haplotype

sequences from a large number of diploid individuals, a

difficult task for which a number of molecular (reviewed

in Kwok & Xiao 2004), combinatorial (reviewed in Lancia

2008) and statistical (e.g. Excoffier & Slatkin 1995;

Stephens et al. 2001) methods can be used. Among these

methods, statistical haplotyping using PHASE (Stephens

et al. 2001) is probably the single most popular with 1982

citations in ISI Web of Science and 2359 citations in Go-

ogle Scholar as of March 1st, 2009, and has been shown to

represent a reliable alternative to cloning (Xu et al. 2002;

Bos et al. 2007; Harrigan et al. 2008).

However, PHASE is not particularly geared towards

sequence data and requires complex input files that are

difficult to generate from sequence alignments: first,

PHASE does not accept letter codes at positions for which

more than two possible nucleotides are found, only num-

bers; second, to shorten computing times, constant posi-

tions should be omitted from the main input file and

positions for which only two possible nucleotides are

found should be singled out and treated differently

(S mode vs. M mode); and third, if known phases are

available, a secondary input file (.known) has to be gener-

ated specifying, for each character of each individual,

whether the phase is already known or needs to be

inferred. As a result, manually creating PHASE input files

is often an error-prone and time-consuming process,

especially when dealing with numerous variable sites

and ⁄ or individuals; moreover, converting back PHASE out-

put files into sequence alignments while trying to account

for the posterior probabilities of each nucleotide or haplo-

type in a synthetic way can also be a daunting task. In

spite of these drawbacks, the PHASE input ⁄ output format

has become a standard adopted by other haplotyping

programs (e.g. Delaneau et al. 2007) to ensure compatibil-

ity; hence the need for a simple, user-friendly web plat-

form performing automated generation of PHASE input

files from FASTA alignments and automatic conversion of

PHASE output files back into FASTA.

First step: FASTA to PHASE (Fig. 1)

Instead of generating PHASE input files from a single FASTA

alignment, which would require users to specify manu-
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ally what phases are already known (for instance from

cloning) and what individuals need to be phased, SEQ-

PHASE takes as input two separate FASTA files: one for

homozygous individuals and heterozygotes to be phased

(with one sequence per individual), and a second one for

heterozygotes whose phases are already known (with

two sequences per individual). In the alignment of

phased heterozygotes, the names of the two sequences of

each individual should differ only by their last character

(e.g. ‘indiv3a’ and ‘indiv3b’). Heterozygous individuals

whose two haplotypes differ only by one substitution or

insertion ⁄ deletion can be indifferently entered in the first

or the second alignment since haplotyping is trivial in

such case.

After users hit the Submit button on the web form,

SEQPHASE starts by verifying that all sequences in the

alignments have the same length, that they contain

only authorized symbols (namely, A, T, G, C, R, W,

M, Y, S, K, N, ? and —) and that all sequence names

are different. It then removes constant positions,

inventories variable positions for which more than two

possible nucleotides are found and creates up to three

files: one *.inp necessary to run PHASE, one *.known

detailing which phases are known (if any) and one

*.const recording the constant positions that were

removed from the alignment, if any. PHASE does not

accept letters for multistate characters, which is why

nucleotides are written into the *.inp file as numbers

based on alphabetical order as a mnemonic: ? or )1

for missing information (depending on whether the

position displays two or more than two different nu-

cleotides), 0 for indel, 1 for A, 2 for C, 3 for G and 4

for T.

Second step: PHASE to FASTA (Fig. 2)

As statistical haplotyping can require long running times

depending on the characteristics of the dataset and the

analysis options used, offering a fully online PHASE data

pipeline is not an option at the present time; hence, the

analysis itself has to be performed locally by the user on

the input files downloaded from the SEQPHASE website.

After this analysis is completed, the *.out or *.out_pairs

output file produced by PHASE and the *.const file created

during the first step can be uploaded using a second web

interface to generate a FASTA alignment of haplotype

sequences containing both variable and constant posi-

tions in letter codes instead of numbers (if the *.const file

box is left empty, a FASTA file containing only variable

positions is returned).

Fig. 1 From two FASTA alignments, SEQPHASE

generates up to three files, two of which

(*.inp and *.known) are used to run PHASE.
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If a *.out file is uploaded, phased haplotypes are

shown with 1-letter indetermination code letters (R, W,

M, Y, S, or K) at positions where phase certainty is below

a certain threshold (90% using PHASE default running

options; this probability threshold can be modified by

running PHASE using the -p and -q options, see PHASE doc-

umentation), whereas if a *.out_pairs file is uploaded, a

list of all possible haplotype pairs for each individual is

returned as FASTA with their respective probabilities

indicated between parentheses (since FASTA alignments

normally cannot accommodate two sequences bearing

exactly the same name, the two haplotypes of each newly

phased individual receive this individual’s name with ‘a’

or ‘b’ appended). The resulting alignment comprises all

sequences in the dataset and can be used directly as input

for standard phylogenetic or population genetic analyses.

Implementation and availability

SEQPHASE is a web application composed of two web

forms, two PERL scripts, a documentation page and a

few example input files. Thanks to its minimalist inter-

face, it can be used over a slow Internet connection and is

thus accessible from anywhere around the globe.

SEQPHASE automatically adjusts its procedure to the char-

acteristics of the dataset submitted and generates the

minimal number of files required to run PHASE; for

instance, if no alignment of phased haplotypes is

uploaded, SEQPHASE generates no *.known file and sug-

gests a suitable, simplified syntax for running PHASE in

the most efficient way. SEQPHASE outputs detailed infor-

mation regarding the data processing it performs and

what should be done with each file it generates, making

Fig. 2 The third file (*.const) is later used by

SEQPHASE to convert PHASE output files *.out

or *.out_pairs back into FASTA.
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haplotyping using PHASE easily accessible to nonspecial-

ists and first-time users.

SEQPHASE is freely available over the Internet at

the address http://www.mnhn.fr/jfflot/seqphase;

advanced users may obtain compiled command-line ex-

ecutables for a variety of platforms (Linux, Win32, Mac

OS X, Solaris, etc.) upon email request to the author.

Current limitations

SEQPHASE was created with in mind the phasing of

sequences obtained from direct sequencing of nuclear

markers. As a result, it assumes that all nucleotides in the

input alignment are actually contiguous and considers

the locus position for each variable site to be its actual

position in the alignment. Although this may not always

be the case (for instance when dealing with SNPs very

distant from one another), there is presently no way to

input a different list of loci positions other than by manu-

ally editing the PHASE input file produced by SEQPHASE (the

positions of the variable sites are listed in the third line of

the input file following the letter P); however, such fea-

ture may be added later on if requested by users.

Another issue concerns length-variant heterozygotes,

i.e. individuals whose haplotypes are of different lengths

because of the presence of one or several indels (Creer

et al. 2005; Flot et al. 2006). Since there is presently no set

of IUB codes defined to represent ‘A or indel’, ‘C or indel’,

‘G or indel’ and ‘T or indel’ (Nomenclature Committee of

the International Union of Biochemistry 1985), the geno-

types of such length-variant heterozygotes are impossible

to code in SEQPHASE. A possible workaround is to input the

data for each length-variant heterozygote as two fictitious

haplotypes at the end of the second alignment, then to

manually edit the *.known file and replace 0 (meaning

‘known phase’) in the corresponding lines by * (meaning

‘unknown phase’). However, a better way that does not

require any tampering with the data files is to phase all

length-variant heterozygotes prior to running PHASE, using

programs such as CHAMPURU (Flot 2007), TRACEHAPLOTYPER

(Seroussi & Seroussi 2007) or INDELLIGENT (Dmitriev &

Rakitov 2008) that analyse the patterns of double peaks in

the chromatograms obtained from direct sequencing.

Comparison with DnaSP

Since its version 4.50, the versatile Windows program

DnaSP (Rozas & Rozas 1995, 1997, 1999; Rozas et al. 2003)

includes an implementation of PHASE that takes as input a

FASTA alignment (of one sequence per individual, with het-

erozygous positions represented by IUPAC ambiguity

codes), and can write the phased haplotypes resulting

from the analysis into a FASTA file (with two haplotypes per

individual). Since this function is poorly documented in

DNASP’s help and has not been described yet in a publica-

tion, the implementation of PHASE in versions 4.50.3 (of 1

May 2008) and 4.90.1 (of 10 February 2009, the latest ver-

sion available) was examined to determine whether DNASP

represents a valuable ‘all-in-one’ alternative to SEQPHASE.

No difference in the implementation of PHASE was

found between versions 4.50.3 and 4.90.1, and the menus

and options available were nearly identical. Detailed

examination revealed one major issue and two shortcom-

ings with the present implementation of PHASE in DNASP.

First and foremost, the input format for this implementa-

tion (a single FASTA file with one sequence per individual)

makes it is impossible to input correctly the haplotypes of

individuals whose phases are already known; each

known phase included in the input FASTA is interpreted by

DNASP as being found in an homozygous state, and PHASE

gets run on an erroneous dataset comprising more indi-

viduals than in reality since each phased heterozygote is

counted twice. As a result, the haplotype frequencies

computed by PHASE are incorrect, which may also lead to

errors in phase reconstruction (Stephens et al. 2001). In

addition, DNASP does not generate automatically the

*.known file necessary for PHASE to differentiate between

known phases and individuals to be phased; instead, this

file composed of one line per individual and one charac-

ter per allele needs to be created ‘by hand’ by the user.

And finally, although DNASP allows the user to decide the

threshold confidence level for haplotype reconstruction,

it does not flag haplotypes or positions that fall below this

confidence threshold (neither in data view mode nor in

the exported FASTA file): to find out the actual significance

of the result of the PHASE analysis, DNASP users therefore

need to examine carefully the posterior probabilities for

each allele and haplotype in the PHASE output files.

In its present state, the implementation of PHASE in

DNASP is thus far from satisfying, and one can but hope

that these problems will be solved in future versions of

this program. Even in such case, SEQPHASE will remain a

useful alternative since it is platform-independent, is

available both as a web-based graphical interface and as

a command line executable, and can be used in conjunc-

tion with all programs that have the same input ⁄ output

format as PHASE.
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